In Superbowl Bowl, Cowboy Nix Buffalo Says Vix Picks

Argue, from Page 30

site, even though you bring in projects with revenue covering half your co-workers' time. And as long as you do your job are eliminated in order to avoid having to pay for unproductive co-workers (e.g., Prop 42 and the elimination of an assistant coach for MCLA, who had personnel costs for some dough for other sports), co-workers who make money for the firm with revenue to cover their expenses. You, the worker, would find this union-busting contract equally major issue in all of college athletics. It's always been a problem to solve this problem is wrong.

Using the above-as mentioned as a specific example to the NCAA that it split itself up into separate governing bodies: one for college football, one for college basketball, and one for each of the remainder of the seasons. This way the governing body can spend its time addressing the appropriate needs of its members.

The Big East Conference as we know it today is in crisis. Formed as a basketball-only conference in order to cash in on the many millions in Operating bud-
i
itics, the current means being used to back bone for the conference in the dry (teams which provided the cuse, Pittsburgh, and Miami would threat ening to move out of the con-
terence and form their own all
ultimatums from its football only
ence in order to cash in on the
priate needs of its members.

of Division I, II, and III athletics.

Top 5.

Toni Mondone's hueso de la semana:

To Kansas City running back
Kimble Anders for trying to catch a Joe Montana pass with his shoulder pads at the end of the first half of the Chiefs-Bills game. The pass would have gone for a touchdown, leaving KC down by only 7 going into the locker room, with the Chiefs building the lead to start the third quarter. Instead, Henry Jones snatched up the free ball for an interception about as quickly as your humble scribes will be downing the free beers at The Tech banquet tomorrow night, securing the victory for the Beautiful Losers.

Trivia Question of the Week:

In what Superbowl did the "V Is going to Disney World" commercial first appear in and who said it?

Answers to last week's question:

Houston (Bluebonnet), Pontiac, Mich., (Cherry), and Orlando (Tango-
Tigre). Kudos to Neil Rappaport G who got it right. He wins a free set of Lorena Bobbitt matted steak knives. We understand they are great for slicing meat, sausage, and even bananas.

Sir Vix Picks

Boys 28, Bills 20: An easy call when you look at the teams invited to the Big Dance. Therefore, the national championship is decided on the court, not "on the throne" at the start of the season (therefore had to spend all season moving up the polls or ranked that highly.

In college basketball, the AP poll means squat because the tournament selection committee uses the RPI (power index) in order to both select and seed the teams for the Big Dance. No team has ever come back from los-
ing the first two minutes of the Big Dance. Therefore, one sports-

The best thing about CBS losing the AFC contract is that the games will be on Fox, and Fox is the only one of the network's that even wants to be on TV. The worst thing about Fox getting the NFL: the acquisition of Ten BROADCAST. That compere ought to go back to his spokemodel days for Han

Where Are They Now?

Former Big 10 hoosters: Roy Harper, Ed Horton, Lowell Hamil-

son, Dick Mouth, Carter Scott, Doug Allenberger, Kevin Ramsey, Steve Bardo, Todd Pelz, Keith Smart, and Brad Sell-

Menden's Final College Football Top 5

1. Notre Dame
2. Florida State
3. Wisconsin
4. Auburn
5. Arizona

Arizona to top the margins before the conference schedule isannounced. That compere ought to go back to his spokemodel days for Han

Let's Argue Fan Final Top 5

This final top 5 comes from the power ratings of the computer-like

mind of Steve Hoo '92:

1. Northern Illinois University
2. Wabash Community College
3. Auriern University
4. Illinois Benedictine College
5. Illinois Institute of Technolo-

Steve adds: "NIU is in Dekalb, Ill. - Cindy Crawford's home town. Appalachian State is, of course, in Auburn, Ill., my home town. Don't forget that for Wayne's World. It is a cheap imitation of MIF in downtown Chi-town. WCC and IBC - do they have sports teams? Who knows or really cares.

Simon's Top Four

1. UCLA
2. Duke
3. Purdue
4. North Carolina

Race For Futurity

Marty Schottenheimer on: 0-3 in AFC Conference Championships
Buffalo Bills: 0-3 in Super Bowl rematches

Mavs: 2-37
Buffalo Bills: 0-3 in Super Bowl rematches

Schottenheimer should not feel so bad, considering that the last
to go on to AFC Conference Championships. This was the Super Bowl for the first time ever, and this week, signed a 10-year contract with the Simpson Network. The Bills' Super Bowl win total equals the number of times you've won 100 or more games in your career. Buffalo Bills are in one of the best teams in the league. They have been soundly trounced by the Packers. They have been soundly trounced by the Packers. They have been soundly trounced by the Packers.

You Heard It Here First

Oilers' defensive coordinator Buddy Ryan, who led the Bears to the NFC title last month, is headed to the City, Ore., to hire Eckhart, Staub, and Gililey to club Kevin Gilbright, once the three goons get out of jail.

It's your brain. Incredibly malleable. 
Incredibly versatile. Incredibly reliable.

At Andersen Consulting, we want to keep it that way. So we challenge it with a stimulating work environment.

Until you have a clear idea of what you want to do, it's easy to lose sight of the fact that you aren't the only one. It's easy to lose sight of the fact that you aren't the only one. It's easy to lose sight of the fact that you aren't the only one.
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